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Part I of II

Discrimination Finds The Classroom

by Lucia Mercurio
Elizabeth Bartus
and
Mary-Margaret Walsh
Mirror Editors

The glamour and advantages
of a small University are dulled in
the shadow of the often hushed
issue of sexual discrimination
on campus. In researching this
subject, numerous stories and
cases could not be reported
because Fairfield University
forms such a contained community. However, despite the
silence, sexual discrimination is
a real problem.
Stephen L. Weber, Dean of

Arts and Sciences feels that
the"problem of sexual discrimination exists at Fairfield as well
as it does everywhere else...''
Dean Weber continued by
stating that probems arise as to
defining sexual discrimination
and distinguishing between sexual discrimination and sexual
harassment.
Although the figures on exactly how many cases have occurred at Fairfield, Dean Weber did
state that of the reported cases,
50% of the sexually biased
cases dealt with men as well as
women. Dean Weber also cited
that teachers have been sexually
discriminated against and cited
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a case of an overly affectionate
letter to a teacher.
One area in which students
have been sexually discriminated against is in the area of
grades. The issue involved is
what grade does a student
deserve regardless of his or her
sex. It is for this reason and for
several others, the Academic
Council established a vehicle for
students to repeal their grades.
Dean of Students William
Schimpf directs any student who
thinks he/she has been discriminated against to the Title Nine
Coordinator, Jaqueline Beard.
He suggests that there are certain steps a student should go

Z

through in addressing a problem
such as discrimination in grades,
verbal or physical harassment.
First, the student should report
the incident to Ms. Beard.
He/She should then confront the
instructor, the department
head, the Dean of the school and
finally the Academic Vice President, Christopher Mooney
respectively if each preceding
step does not work out the problem.
If there is still no resolution,
the student makes a formal, written complaint to Ms. Beard. This
would entail "what the complaint is, if it has not yet been
solved," explained Ms, Beard.
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She would then investigate the
incident and if necessary a hearing would take place. The committee consists of two people
chosen by the student, a chairperson selected by Ms. Beard
and Ms. Beard herself acting only to present the information but
not voting.
A similar process would be
taken by a professor, administrator or any employee of the
school who feels he/she has
been the victim of discrimination.
Schimpf stated that the procedure has never gotten to the
formal hearing stage and that a
Continued on page 2
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Intruder Assaults Co-ed;
Robbery Attempt Futile
by Lucia M. Mercurio
Arts and Entertainment Editor

In a failed robbery attempt at
Fairfield Beach a Fairfield University co-ed was assaulted Monday
evening February 7 around 8 pm.
The woman was alone in her
unlocked house when police
believe the unidentified man scanned the neighborhood by peering
into windows. He entered the
house and continued to the
woman's bedroom where he

demanded money. When she
refused and began to scream,
police believe the man panicked
and "accidentally cut her across
the leg." Frightened, the man then
ran out of the house.
The assailant is described as
being approximately 5'11" and 200
lbs. He is thought to be around 25
years" of age. At the time of the
assault, he was wearing an orange
ski jacket, a tan wool hat, beige
wool scarf and leather workboots.
There is no connection between
this break-in and ones that took

place early last semester. "This is
somebody new," stated Captain
Targowski of the Fairfield police.
Rumors of another assault that
might have taken place later on
that same evening are incorrect.
Police are very optimistic in their
search for the assailant. Anyone
with any information that could
lead to the apprehension of this
man are encouraged to contact
the Detective Bureau of the Fairfield Poiice Station.
Last September students at the
beach were plagued by separate
incidents involving attempted
break-ins and a suspect who
assaulted a coed in her home.
As in the previous assaults at
the beach, the recent incident
took place within an unlocked
home.
Keep all doors and windows
locked when you are alone, and
the shades down. Report anyone
you see loitering, for the presence
of a patrol car may be a deterrent.

Fairfield police have released this composite photo of the suspect in
last week's beach incident. The assailant was described as 5'11", 200
pounds, and 25 years old. He was last reported wearing an orange ski
jacket and a tan wool hat.

Hicks Advises Students
On How To Stay Sane
by Thomas Cairns
Staff Writer

Freshman Pat Yerina looks for two points in the Stags
57-55 overtime loss to Army last Wednesday. Fairfield
has been shooting poorly from the floor and has turned
the ball over a great deal in their last few contests. The
Stags have been in a tailspin since their demoralizing
overtime loss to St. Peters two weeks ago.
[Photo by Steve Humps]
NOTE
The MIRROR would like to apologize to all Bridgeport residents for the
front page article "Stench Aggravates Quad Students." The comment in
dispute was not intended in a derogatory manner and the story did not
warrant a place in the news section of our publication.

Have an exam coming up and you don't know how
you're going to pass it? You've gone to some parties
and always feel left out. Well, someone out there
hears you. He's Dr. Thomas Hicks, Professor of
Psychology at Sacred Heart University in Bridgeport.
Dr. Hicks spoke recently at Fairfield on, "How to Stay
Sane in College."
Before knowing how to keep one's wits,
understanding the stresses of college is important.
Hicks cites several stressful situations. College is adjusting to new situations. Anxiety and depression are
common. Competitiveness can overwhelm some
students. They may begin to wonder "How good am
I?" Students tend to compare themselves with other
students and always come out second.
College is a time when one is supposed to know
what he or she will be in life. Defining this purpose or
goal is hard. Studies may seem like they will last a
lifetime. Drudgery and monotony may set in. Strains
jvithin one's family often cause stress. Some
students want to disengage from their family. This
need for a separate identity or "individuation," is
common. The uncertainties of our day are another
stress factor on college students. This period of rapid
social change is often hard to predict. Lastly, being
excluded by others or the feeling of not being able to
make friends is cited sometimes as the major stress
factor with college students.
Whereas no cure-all for sanity in college exists, Dr.
Hicks offered some suggestions. First, if mildly
depressed, take a break. Maybe a night out or a
weekend away will help. Second, communicate emo-

tions. Talk over problems with a friend. Third, take an
hour a few days a week to do some moderate exercise
Also, recall past accomplishments. Putting life inperspective is helpful.
Some additional thoughts to keep in mind are that
college determines, to a large extent, one's future
lifestyle. Fundamental relationships in life such as
what type of person one will marry, as well as the type
of friends a person will have are in part dependent on
completion of college.
Furthermore, Hicks mentioned that living in the
present is best. "Too many students at college live in
the future," he said. "They think too much about getting a job, an apartment or a degree." continued
Hicks. While these are important, enjoying everything
now is equally important.
Hicks stressed having an amused acceptance of
life. Look around and laugh at the chaotic, frenzied,
crazy pace of college life. Of all attitudes to have to
retain sanity, Hicks emphasized strong personal relationships. These are "central and key" to a successful college career, he said. More than any other,
personal relationships, not just boy and girl but all
others, too are vital.
Whenever stress and college are mentioned,
suicide is thought of. Unfortunately, the college student rate of suicide has increased 250 percent in the
last twenty years. However, a negative coronation
between the higher educational level of a person and
suicide exists. As important as attaining an education is, and as tough as it may be sometimes, suicide
will not solve anything. Finally, not overestimating
one's expectations in college is important. Let it be
what it can be. The most significant changes are
often the most subtle.
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Discrimination Surfaces at Fairfield

Continued from page 1
complaint is made less than
once every two years, the most
common being grades or verbal
harassment in class. Ms. Beard
stated, "In the two years that I
have been Title Nine Coordinator, there has been none."
The action that would ensue if
discrimination was found out
would vary depending on the
case. "The ultimate that could
occur," explained Schimpf,
"would be dismissal from the
community, whether temporary,
partial or permanent."
Schimpf was unable to give
specifics on discrimination
cases occurring in the past. "To
get into the specifics would

complicate the confidence of the
process." he explained.
In the case of hiring, Fairfield
goes to great lengths to avoid
charges of discrimination. For
every position to be filled, an
open search must be conducted
and the opportunity must be
widely publicized. An Affirmative
Action Report must be filled out
giving information about the job;
who was interviewed; percentages of men, women and minorities given; and the reason why
the specific person was
ultimately chosen. This processis not as extensive with
secretaries. "There may be a
charge (of discrimination) in hiring," stated Schimpf, "but it

won't hold up."
Admissions does everything
they can to keep the ratio of men
and women accepted to Fairfield's undergraduate and
graduate programs at a 50 to 50
ratio. This puts different standards for acceptance on men
and women applicants depending on the numbers of each.
There are also different standards for different programs
depending on their popularity.
David Flynn, Dean of Admissions explains that "more
females apply because more
women are now college age and
college bound." Fairfield seems
to be appealing to women
because of its size and location,

Flynn says. He also states that
women "tend to surpass men in
the secondary years." They also
tend to submit applications
earlier than men. He added,
"They are (females) very much
more organized." Overall, "The
University is trying to maintain a
balance." Academically, they
should be leaders, right up there.
The first semester of this
academic year, the Editor-inChief of both the Mirror, and
GrQundstar, were women, and
the manager of WVOF was a
woman. F.U.S.A. has yet to be
headed by a woman, although,
the election was very close last
spring. Flynn said, "This may say
something about the long run."

Have you ever been discriminated against at Fairfield?

Dan Durkee '86
Accounting
"I have been discriminated
against because of being under
age. I am not allowed into the StagHer Inn. I also must wear one of
those foolish looking wrist bands
at the Oak Room, so that all the
upper-classmen may ridicule me."

Ginny Drew '85
Economics
"No, not really."

photos and responses
compiled by Karen Haney
and Brendan Goodrich

Lee Smeriglio '83
Psychology
"Yes, it happens, every,time I
wear this sweater."

by Lucia M. Mercurio
Arts and Entertainment Editor

This year 82 students took part
in the survey, the majority of
which were juniors and seniors.
Answers given to the questions
seem to point "to the fact that

W.I.C. Plans Communications Fair
For those of you out there contemplating breaking into the vast
and multi:faceted field of communications, plan to attend the
upcoming Communications Fair
on Wednesday, Feb. 23, from
6:30-8:30 P.M. in the Oak Room of
Fairfield University's Campus
Center. Co-sponsored by the Fairfield County Chapter of Women in
Communications, Inc. and the
Fairfield University Graduate
School of Corporate and Political
Communication, the event will

feature informal discussion by
members of the women's group
whose professional disciplines include: employee communications;
marketing/advertising; nonprofit
PR; financial/corporate PR; the
media; management in communications; graphics and A/V and
freelance writing. Wine and
cheese will be served.
As a bonus to those who attend,
the Fair plans a resume critique
center, where guests looking into the field may have their

Glovea Ximba
Circulation
"No. I think that Fairfield is very
fair...and the students too."

Survey Rates Capitalism
For the past ten Spring
semesters Professor Arthur
Anderson Of the SOcloTpgy depart:
ment has conducted a survey
measuring students' attitudes
toward big business and
capitalism.
In his course, Sociological
Analysis of Contemporary
American Society, approximately
100 students per year participate
in his survey. D"- 'Vnderson does
not believe this
y to be scientific it "is not empirical, not a
study of the entire University."

Theodore Cheney, Associate Dean of Fairfield University Graduate
School of Corporate and Political Communication, and Linda Quinet,
Chairman and member of the Fairfield County of Women in Communications, Inc. attend to last minute details for the upcoming
event scheduled for February 23 at the University Campus Center.

Bill Entwistle '84
Sociology
"When you're a student you're
only 'a student' and you don't have
the power to influence the decisions of the University-(e.g.
Bankey, Shuttle)"

resumes evaluated by a panel of
experts. A sampling of winning
resumes will be available as a
reference tool.
Advance reservations should be
made by Feb. 18, by sending
checks for $12 ($6 for Fairfield
University students) payable to:
Women in Communications, Inc.,
c/o Linda Quinet, 8 North Avenue,
Weston, Ct. 06883. Admission at
the door will be $15 and $8.50,
respectively.

these Fairfield students still
believe in capitalism as the best
economic system. For example,
85% of the students agreed to the
statement "Profit is one of the
'.mast powerful motivation forces;"
and 95% disagreed that "The
capitalist free enterprise system
has had very little to do with making America the great nation thc>t
it is."
Dr. Anderson sees this as a

The Writing Center
The Writing Center is open once again. Hundreds of students have
used the Center and are enthusiastic about the results.
The consultants at The Writing Center can give you individual help
with:
• any stage of the writing process—generating ideas, prewriting,
drafting, revising, editing, proofreading
• papers for any course—humanities, social sciences, sciences,
business, nursing, graduate school
• extra-curricular writing—resumes, letters, reports, job applications, articles
The Writing Center is open to all Fairfield University students. It's
free. Just bring pencil and paper.
The Writing Center will be open February 22nd through May 4th.
Call ext. 2810 (Monday-Friday, 8:30-4:30) for an appointment, or stop
by Room 111, Faculty Office Building, during these hours:
Monday 11:45-3:30
Wednesday 10:45-4:30
evenings 7:30-9:00
evenings 7:00-8:30
Tuesday 10:30-5:00
Thursday 10:45-12:15
1:30-4:30
evenings 7:00-8:30
Friday 10:30-12:30

485 Pints Donated
by Elizabeth Kline
News Editor

Circle K and the Nursing Association have sponsored their second successful blood drive this academic
year. Although 15 pints short of their goal of 500 pints, the Red Cross Bloodmobile went well. Donors
found the winter to be a difficult time to donate due to colds and other infections.
[Photo by Karen Haney]

statement that, "The students' attitudes towards business have
changed from a very critical
assessment of the role of big
business and a questioning attitude towards American capitalism
to one more positive and supportive of business and...a majority
regard it as the best economic
system." The fact that there has
been an increase in the number of
Business majors over the past few
years confirms this statement.

Although the 500 pint goal was
not reached, students and faculty
donated 479 pints of blood to the
Red Cross at the Oak Room
February 8th and 9th which was
co-sponsored by Circle K and the
Student Nursing Association.
There was a blood mobile held a
third day at Fairfield Prep. When
someone from the university went
there to donate, the Red Cross
credited it to the university totals.
With this extra day, the total rose
to 485 pints, just fifteen shy of the
goal.
The Red Cross turned away at
least forty people, preventing
them from donating blood. "The
goal of 500 pints wasn't reached,

but it was hard with the people we
turned away," stated Chuck
Hacker, an officer in the Circle K
organization.
The Student Nursing Association provided man-power in the
canteen where they observed for
any reaction and the students
also recorded donor case
histories and took temperatures.
According to Donna Merriam of
the Student Nursing Association,
"Every year there is a blood
mobile at the university. We've
always been a part of it." Merriam
continued, "It's a lot of work."
This time, thirty two faculty
members donated blood as compared to only five last November.
Hacker commented, "That can be
attributed to Father Higgins being
chairman."
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In the midst of Friday night's blizzard, Far East (Claver) residents started a snow ball fight during the
1:30 AM fire drill that brought them outside.
[Photo by John fi/lazzucco]

Pizza Eat-Off To Raise
Money For Charity
by Elizabeth Kline
News Editor
Within the next few weeks,
Domino's Pizza of Fairfield will
sponsor the Great Pizza Eat-Off to
raise money which will be donated
to a charity. The Eat-Off is a purely
promotional campaign where
neither Domino's or the MIRROR
(who is organizing the campus
event) will make a profit. At this
time, Domino's has not selected a
charity.
.The Great Pizza Eat-Off has
been divided into a two part contest. Each dorm on campus plus
the townhouses, commuters, and
two beach sections will have a
contest for participants. The winners from each of these factions
will enter the finals. In this
preliminary round, Domino's will
supply all pizzas at cost price. A

judge from the MIRROR must be
present in order to legitimate the
contest.

Boos to the Saturday night food
fight in Seilers. Nothing like stepping out to Good Times wearing
your snappiest clothes under your
dinner, no sir.
To Seilers' recent use of plastic
picnicware during meals. We
know that silver is a rising commodity, but did you have to cash
in so soon? And what happened to
the donuts at Saturday Brunch,
hmmm? People do need their
minimum daily requirement of
starch and carbohydrates!
To the perpetual, shall we say,
fragrance in the Quad. We can't
think of a snappy line that would
possibly stink worse.

Cheers to the 3-day weekend
coming up. No there isn't any cut
rate airfare specials for a 36 hour
stay in Ft. Lauderdale, but you
may be able to work out a deal to
Newark.
Cheers to the plowers who uncloistered Julie Hall of its snow.
All attempts in trying to simulate
the coming of the second Ice Age
are postponed to next year.
And final cheers go to the Circle
K and their Blood Mobile...& we
have a little suspicion that Fairfield University blood will be definable from the other stuff due to
the immediate urge on the part of
the donee to wear beer bottles
and request a alcohol content
test.

A

provide free pizza and cola for a
party at the residence the winner
represented.

DRINK

Thurs. Feb. 17
Fri. Feb. 18

$1.00 Alabama Slammer
Happy Hour with
Free Hors D'Oeuvres
75* Kamikaze
25' Drafts
75' Becks. Free hot dogs

Sat. Feb. 19
Mon. Feb. 21
Wed. Feb. 23

FU STUDENTS-COME FOR LUNCH & HAVE A FREE DRINK.
—RRING YOUR 1.0.!—
*********************

It

TOP SELECTIONS II
AT BOTTOM OF II
/THE BARREL PRICES jj

X3LASS

if

SCHMIDTS BEER BALLS II
25 5.16 GallonsX It

i

$19

case

10% off all liquor & cordials {^C) & cases of beer with F.U.I.D.

II

12 ounce

12 ounce

CARLING
EXPORTS
SE99

DUNPHY'S
IRISH CREAM

I
,

II

( or 2.3 cases / "

II
I
IIIt

II•i

1136 Post Road
Fairfield, Conn. 06430
Telephone: (203) 255-3506

FOOD

I O'BRIEN'S
CAFE
1599 Post Road, Fairfield • (203) 254-0188 \

Domino's and the MIRROR encourage anyone with a huge appetite to participate. For those
who are interested, contact the
MIRROR, Box AA or telephone ext.
2533, 2534.

The semi-final winners will
represent their respective dorm,
townhouse, commuters, and two
beach sections in the final round.
Domino's will supply the pizzas in
the finals free of charge. The person who eats the most pizza in fifteen minutes wins. Domino's will

FOR QUICK PRINTING
Flyers
Term Papers
Tickets
Typing Service
Resumes
Et Cetera

Cheers

**********h**********

The residences will collect 25<p
from each person for the final
round. They money raised here wll
go towards the charity.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

Boos

$6"

case

ALL PRICES PLUS TAX
IHPIU
ucrusi I WHERE
WMtHt AKKLIUABLE
AND DEPOSIT
APPLICABLE

EXPIRES FEB. 19th

BUD
CANS
$Q99

14

STORE HOURS: 9:30 AM-8PM(|
MON
muiv-SAT.
/*

Hd=HLM>1L-T^#1H5b^dr1IIJMUT^ill5L^ld=HIJI TTcT*T>1ll^^dili1^U1^^>1IL%^d^ll?l>1^^^ll5b^d=IILM>1MV.>ill^
H
^
C^r/in
urutr haaHnitartars
■

MIRO FARMS
Fresh Fruits &
Vegetables
Fresh Made Apple Cider
1900 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield

I

Serlin — your headquarters
for all your party needs!

LI

Discount Wine &SpirtiMenSfuujts.

1476 Post Rd. ,259-0673

Italian Restaurant
and Cocktail Lounge

NO EXTRA
CHARGE FOR
COLD BEER

Tuesday 20% off
large pies
w/F.U.I.D.
Wednesday
Ladies Night—2 for 1

ALL KEGS DISCOUNTED

40 COLD KEGS IN STOCK EVERY WEEKEND!

10% Off all liquor & cordials U5?ai) & cases of beer

SAVE UP TO 30% ON ALL WINES
Carlo Rossi Red, White & Rose
liter $4.29

Classic Club Vodka 80° ... 1.75 liters $7.69

Thursday, Feb. 17th
starting at 9 p.m.

I

Larry Beaudoin
591 Tunxis Hill Rd.
(up the hill from Caldors,
turn right first light)
335-7837 closed Mon.

GENESEE Cream Ale
export bottles
CO Qfl cold
vQiwU case
+ tax & deposit

PABST
jumbo 16 oz cans
CO CC cold
Q£.DU 6 pack
+ tax & deposit

Majorska Vodka 80° .1.75 liter $7.99
PABST

PABST

jumbo 16 oz cans
CD 1Q cold

12 oz export bottles
CC OQ
cold
vDiOS
case
+ tax & deposit

v9> 19 case
+ tax & deposit

WE'LL MEET OR BEAT ANY OTHER LOCAL AD
.I

%

Not responsible for typographical errors.
All prices plus tax * excluding specials.

SERLINDISCOUNTSERLINDISCOUNTSERLINDISCOUNTSERLINDISCOUNTSERLINDISCOUNTSERLINDISCOUNsn
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Afterthoughts

JimKeenan

On A Clear Day You Can See Westport
by Oeirdre Hagan
Staff Writer
We all know Westport. They're
the guys down the road with the
Alfa Romeos. They're the folks
who have one of those community
plays and Paul Newman plays the
lead. Their shops are more chic.
The ladies are more sophisticated.
If you peer out of Canisus Three
on a clear day you can see Robby
Benson.
Westport is weird. Artsy Types.
The ones who wear clothes that
don't match, but cost four times
as much as the ones that do.
Everyone on that side of the townline is fluent in "Raquetball". It is
their street language. Ladies walking down the road can be seen
waving at each other, yelling "raquetball!" Simply everyone does
it. On occasion "horseback
riding" or "transcendental meditation" will be heard in place.
Lately something else has been
heard, and that's "soup." It's one
word that has gotten many Westporter's goat. It is because two
men, Matt Vittuci and John Roorback went on a hunger strike until
Westport got a soup kitchen for

its needy. Westport hungry? I
guess so.
Not everybody seems to agree
though, that there are enough
needy in Westport to merit a soup
kitchen. But the T.V. trucks and
reporters appeared on the scene,
ready to give national coverage.
Many people didn't want the soup
kitchen for a number of reasons.
There was an unsavory group of
people collecting In Westport, influencing their children, and making it unsafe for the town citizens.
The soup kitchen would only increase their numbers.
But most people weren't as upset that a soup kitchen was set
up, though many doubted its neccesity. They were upset at the fact
that Westport was being viewed
as a rich town that couldn't care
less.
The town was swamped with
buttons, bumperstickers, and
demonstrations in favor of the
hunger strikers.
Westport has their soup kitchen. The hunger strikers broke
their fast after 15 days. Maybe
these "circus antics" brought it
about. Maybe not. But the fact is
that the needy and "undesirables"

ARE YOU REALLY
R.A. MATERIAL?
by Eileen Quirk
Staff Writer
Imagine the scene: you are the
Resident Advisor of a usually
quiet floor. You come home one
night from the library, and you find
that the entire floor has become
engaged in the wettest water war
in the history of water fights.
Girls are screaming and guys
are running around in togas chanting "Tap that keg!" "Do that
light!" What keg? you ask yourself. Why are they breaking all the
lights. What's going on you
wonder as a bucket of freezing
water hits your face. Ah, welcome
to the real world of R.A. life. And
you thought all it meant was putting nice nametags on the doors.
The above scene may seem a
little extreme, but it does happen
over and over again in every college and university in the country.
How would you react if you were
an R.A.? Think about it for a moment. How you handle yourself in
situations like this depends on the
type of R.A. you would be.
As amusing as a water fight
may be, as an R.A. you have the
responsibility so see that order
and safety is to established. Many

people wouldn't like to be in the
position to tell a hundred people
to stop throwing water and to
hand over the tap. But it is a job
that someone has to do, but he or
she has to enjoy it, and this is the
difficult part of the job:
For. the past few weeks, the interviewing for next year's Resident Advisors has been taking
place. I spoke with one girl who
already has her interview. I asked
her what she thought was the
most important quality an R.A.
should personify. She thought
that compassion and consistency
were the most important qualities
an R.A. should endure. Other
qualities like friendliness and
organization are also important in
the life of an R.A.
Being an R.A. has its good
times and bad times, just like any
other position does. Whether or
not the R.A. can handle the job
depends on his or her perseverence and personality. Next
time you think you are getting a
hard time from your R.A., just
think of the hard times he or she
has to handle everyday and everynight.
And if you are going to have an
illegal keg, for Pete's sake, keep it
quiet!

are getting nourishment because
some people took the time to
voice their concerns. Westport is
concerned and active. They may
be a little off-beat. But for
whatever reasons those Westporters do the things they do, they
show a little spunk. Which is not
such a bad ingredient to have in a
neighbor.

^FEATURES^
BATTLE OF THE
DORMS IS COMING...

The Perfect Excuse
by Debra A. Estock
Staff Writer
By the time you get to be a
senior, you aquire a whole set of
ready made excuses for failing
to do something that was required of you. I have found a new
one, in fact 36 of them.
Cable television, the greatest
invention since punk rock, provides 36 new reasons for not doing your homework assignment,
not writing your term paper or
forgetting to study for your math
test.
"Well, you see, Professor, I
just totally forgot all about it.
The Winds of War, part five, was
on and I just couldn't miss it.
This was the night that Byron
got married to Natalie, and poor
boy, on the night of his honeymoon he got shipped off to war
in a submarine. And while Hitler
was busy with his blitzkrieg overrunning Poland, Norway Denmark, France and Britain,
Byron's father Commander
"Pug" Henry was having a fling
with an English woman named
Pamela and his mother was over
in the States having her own affair with German Physicist,
Palmer Kirby. See, what a nice
all-American family they are. It's
amazing how educational television can be, especially for
history and English majors."
If dramatic literature is not
your thing, no problem...some of
the great blockbuster movies of
all time will be sure to take your
mind off of such trivial things,
such as philosophy.
Movies, whenever you want
them, 24 hours a day, every day
on the Movie Channel and HBO.
Cannery Row, Star Wars...may
the force be with you, Superman
II, The Seduction, A Stranger is
Watching, and one of the great
classics of all time, The Bad
News Bears! Get your popcorn
ready.
Sports buffs and Stagmaniacs, have no fear, cable has the
perfect channel for you. ESPN,

24 hours a day sports programming. College basketball games
round the clock, and anything
from ladies armwrestling to
championship tiddlywinks and
frisbee throwing.
For the one person out there
whose lifetime ambition is to be
Storm Field, the famous meteorologist, the Weather Channel is
the perfect channel for you. Colorful coded maps and color radar,
spell out for the average viewer,
anything and everything you
wanted to know about weather
but were afraid to ask. Do you
know the coldest temperature
ever recorded in the United
States? If you watch the Weather
Channel, you would find out that it

was recorded in Alaska at-80
degrees.
That exciting piece of information along with many other tidbits
and weather facts, are guaranteed
to provide many hours of enjoyment, as long as you know your
colors.
The most important channel |
and I'm sure your favorite, is
Music Television, or MTV, the
greatest invention since FM and
stereophonic sound. It's like having a concert right in your own living room or dorm. It just might
make your stereo obsolete.
So, the next time you need an
excuse just go to your TV set, and
pick out your favorite channel and
say
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by Bill Ratchford

The Lessons of OPEC

For the member nations of the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), it looked a
few weeks ago as if the party
might be over. For those who have
lived under OPEC's grip, though,
one man's sorrow may be another
man's joy.
While rumors of the cartel's
demise may be somewhat premature, it has become obvious
that OPEC is facing collapse
under the weight of both internal
and outside pressure.

competition. Cuts in the price in a
barrel of crude translate into lower
prices at the gasoline pump and
on oil heating bills, a prospect
which is appealing to consumers
and may provide an unexpected
boost to the American economy.
In fact, a drop in oil prices and
subsequent economic upturn
would be poetic justice for our nation and dozens of other developed and underdeveloped countries who have endured cycles of
rapid inflation and shrinking real
growth ever since the oil shocks
of 1973 and 1979. The oil crises
have been credited with contributing to the downfall of much
of the world economy, with
petroleum dependent nations watching the producers and exporters
as they accumulated enormous
amounts of wealth at their expense.

The United Arab Emirates has
announced it will dramatically increase oil production, a result of
the cartel's failure to reach agreement at its most recent meeting
on prices and output. Whether
Saudi Arabia, an ally of the
Emirates in OPEC politics, will
follow suit remains unclear. The
consensus that the controls on
production sought by the Saudis
at OPEC's recent meeting in
Geneva are not palatable to many
member-nations and will be tough
to push through at possible emergency meetings OPEC may hold. .
Thus, it is expected that the
price of foreign oil will drop as producers try to undercut their

The shoe is hardly on the other
foot now, and OPEC's weakening
actually spells trouble in a number
of areas. Mexico, for example, has
depended on sales of petroleum
from its huge reserves for growth.
The country has been less than a
step ahead of its creditors recent-

Democrats in '84

by Richard M. Marano

Although it hardly seems more
than just a few months since
Ronald Reagan defeated Jimmy
Carter on "Black Tuesday,"
several Democrats have already
launched their campaigns for
1984. Today, with Sen. Kennedy at
least temporarily out of the race,
former Vice President Walter Mondale appears to be the so-called
front runner. Sen. John Glenn of
Ohio, his closest rival, and Sen.
Gary Hart of Colorado, also have
committed themselves to at least
entering several state primaries.
Also testing the water at the moment are Sen. Alan Cranston of
California, Sen. Dale Bumpers of
Arkansas, Sen. Ernest Hollings of
South Carolina, and former Florida
Gov. Reubin Askew.
Cranston's strategy is to make
himself the party's "peace" candidate. He hopes to ride antinuclear and anti-defense sentiment to victory just as Sen.
George McGovern did with antiVietnam sentiment in 1972. Sen.
Cranston has accused Reagan of
being incapable of negotiating an
arms agreement with the Soviet
Union. At the recent California
Democratic State Convention,
Cranston stated that Reagan has
"given America a government of
the rich, by the rich and for the
rich," and has "turned American
government into a plutocracy of
plunder, power, and privilege." He
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believes that our ultimate aim
"must be to banish these doomsday weapons."
Sen. Hart is attempting to
demonstrate that he is a serious
candidate, and perhaps the most
substance-oriented. But according to observers at the California
Convention, Hart's delivery was
uncertain, his rhetoric uninspiring,
3nd his substantive proposals
were indistinguishable from the
other candidates.

".„it is difficult to
imagine anyone else
catching up to
Mondale."
Glenn's campaign appears to be
facing difficulty. He has yet to hire
a national campaign manager or to
raise $100,000. According to
Michael Kramer of New York
magazine, Glenn is beginning to
have problems with the traditionally Democratic Jewish and liberal
constituencies. Glenn twice called
for U.S. negotiations with the
P.L.O., and some Jewish lobbying
groups are passing the word that
Sen. Glenn is "no friend." Liberal
groups argue that Glenn voted
against the 1982 Dole bill to repeal
safe harbor leasing and other corporate tax benefits.
The overall winner in California
appears to have been Mondale.
Even though Cranston won the
straw poll, Democratic leaders ad-

vised reporters that the vote does
not mean that Cranston would win
a California primary. Many Californians do not see Cranston as a
lasting candidate. Giving him their
votes was a convenient way of remaining virtually uncommitted.
In my opinion, Mondale's
speech was the best one of the
Convention. He stated that if he
were President today, he would
"chop those deficits down by
scaling the defense budget to
reality.. .slam a lid on hospital
costs..'.. repeal or delay tax indexing, and reduce the scheduled tax
cut for the wealthy..." Mondale
was cheered when he stated that
he would "fire James Watt and
Anne Gorsuch and call Mo Udall
and give him his choice of their
jobs." He continued in his speech
by calling for Martin Luther King's
birthday to become a national
holiday, demanding the ratification of SALT II, supporting the
ratification of the Equal Rights
Amendment, and meeting with
Andropov to negotiate a verifiable
nuclear weapons freeze.
While the other candidates
prepare to attack Mondale in
various state primaries, the Mondale campaign advances. And
while it is over a year before the
Democrats choose their candidate, it is difficult to imagine
anyone else catching up to Mondale.
Richard M. Marano was a member
of the Class of 1982.

Reagan And The Minimum Wage
by Tony Ghecas
Politics Editor
Ronald Reagan lives in the past.. The most recent
evidence of his pre-Woj-lcfWar U'ineljnations is.his
recent statement on that most-hallowed of labor victories, the minimum wage>WhHe speaking to. a
group of news editors, our Depression-bred President recalled his first job as^-fl teenager. Said
Reagan, "the right thing Ntodo" for today's
unemployed teenagers would be. to eliminate the
Federally-required minimum wage.
The President recalled with nostalgia his days as
a youthful summer construction worker. "There
weren't any Government programs that made the
employer have to hire an auditor and deduct from
my paycheck for Social Security or other programs
of that kind," said Reagan. He seemed to be using
these nostalgic reminiscences as grounds for supporting a subminimum wage for teenage summer
jobs. In this particular case, Mr. Reagan proposes to
reduce the minimum wage to $2.50 an hour from the
current wage rate of $3.35 an hour in the case of
summer jobs for people up to 22 years old.
But our unemployment problem, which is gravest
among teenage minorities, cannot be solved with
nostalgic reminiscences nor with subminimum
wages. In the case of the former, Mr. Reagan's personal experiences of the Depression are of little in-

terest to me or to the 12.8 million unemployed
Americans.
In the case of the latter subminimum wage, Mr.
Reagan is simply using this ploy as a panacea to our
national unemployment problem. According to
classical economic theory, if unemployment is too
high, then wages should be lowered so that producers hire more people.
However, in the complex American society of
1983, simple solutions such as the subminimum
wage usually result in making matters worse. What
Reagan fails to admit, and what is becoming increasingly evident during the course of his administration, is that his policy of supply side
economics seems to be increasing unemployment.
The subminimum wage should not be used as a
quick fix to the President's overall domestic
economic policy.
Mr. Reagan refuses to admit that his economic
policy needs closer scrutiny. What is he afraid of?
Does he fear being accused of the inconsistency
that former President Carter seemed to exemplify?
Instead of reminiscing about earlier experiences
that entertain and do not contribute to alternative
economic outlooks, Mr. Reagan would do well to
remember that, and forgive the paraphrase, a
foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of presidential
minds. Our problems are too complex to stay a
course that is leading to massive unemployment
and resultant social disharmony.

ly, and a further erosion of oil
prices may well send that nation
into default. Britain's economic
stability has come to depend on
its sales of North Sea oil, and the
already-weak pound faces even
further erosion from future reductions in oil revenues. Other nations—Venezuela, Nigeria, and Indonesia, for instance—are reliant
on oil revenues and have accumulated heavy debts.
On the whole, though, crocodile
tears will largely be shed by oildependent states if relief from oil
prices materializes.
How long this hoped-for break
will last is anyone's guess. I do
think it's safe to say, though, that
the last laugh has yet to be
uttered, and that a goal of energy
independence for America is still
vitally important.
The quadrupling of oil prices
was in itself an incentive to urge
Americans to cut down on oil consumption at home, at work, and on
the road. The nation has cut down
dramatically its energy use, in part
because of the soft economy
caused by the oil shocks, and in
part because of conservation efforts. While some applause is
deserved for these energy cut-

backs, we're hardly out from under
OPEC's thumb.
We still import a large portion of
the oil used here, and the supply
line upon which we depend remains vulnerable to disruption.
Furthermore, the overall supply of
oil is finite, and becomes increasingly difficult to find, extract, and
refine as time goes on.
Thus, to interpret the recent
OPEC actions as a sign that it's
time to abandon the search for
alternate energy sources and to
quit conserving current oil supplies would be to commit a truly
dangerous, short-sighted error.
For most, OPEC's loss is their
gain. It's certainly true for Connecticut, New England, and other
regions whose economies have
been hit hard by energy prices
over the last decade. For OPEC,
though, the game is still far from
over. Their trump card—the oil
supply they sit on—has been proven powerful in times past, and
unless America continues to build
up its own hand, we may fall prey
to further energy crises in the not
too distant future.
Bill Ratchford (D) is a congressman from Connecticut's
Fifth District, which includes the
cities of Waterbury, Danbury and
Meriden.
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[POLITICS]
Support The Freeze
by Dave Weber
The House Foreign Affairs Committee will begin hearings on the
nuclear freeze today, and may
"mark up" a freeze resolution by
March 2. If everything goes
smoothly, the resolution could
reach the House floor as early as
March 9.
Introduced by Reps. Edward
Markey (D-MA) and Silvio Conte
(R-MA), the resolution says that as
an immediate arms control objective, the United States and the
Soviet Union should pursue an immediate and complete halt to the
nuclear arms race, decide when
and how to achieve a mutual and
verifiable freeze on the testing,
production, and further development of nuclear warheads,
missiles, and other delivery
systems, and, proceeding from
this freeze, pursue major, mutual,
and verifiable reductions. A
similar resolution has been introduced by Rep. Clement Zablocki (D-WI), chairman of the
House Foreign Affairs Committee,
which makes it likely that a
nuclear freeze proposal will finally
come to the floor as the ZablockiMarkey-Conte resolution.
The House should support this
resolution, despite President
Reagan's adamant opposition to

it. Firstly, the committee resolution points out that a nuclear
freeze is verifiable. Both the
United States and the Soviet
Union will be able to monitor
military activity sufficiently so
that no meaningful advantage
could be obtained by cheating.
Secondly, a freeze will slow the
spread of nuclear weapons to
other countries, and set a compelling example of moderation and
sanity. Thirdly, it will lay the foundation for absolute reductions by
both sides in the future. Lastly,
and most importantly in terms of
economics, a freeze would save
huge sums of money. Approximately $30 billion of the proposed
Pentagon budget for 1984 will be
for strategic nuclear forces, including over $6 million for the B-1
bomber, about $7.5 billion for the
MX, $1.5 billion for the Trident II
missile, and over $6 billion for
Energy Department nuclear warhead programs. A huge deficit,
high employment, and slow
growth by the economy will give
Congress incentive to approve the
House resolution in the face of uncompromising patriotism.
Now is the time for the freeze.
Major cutbacks in budgetary
authority for new weaponry must
be made this year to prevent huge
procurement outlays in the years
to come. No more cuts to support
our nuclear arsenal should be
made in social programs, especially since an estimated 43 percent
of American households have
been affected by layoffs or forced
reduction in working hours. The
focus of the President and Congress should include not only national defense, but also the interrelationship of military, tax, and
social spending policies. Only
with the perspective will the best
interests of Americans be protGctcd

ASK YOUR REPRESENTATIVE
TO CO-SPONSOR THE MARKEYCONTE NUCLEAR FREEZE
RESOLUTION. After committee
mark up on March 2, ask your
Representative to vote for the
committee resolution and oppose
the Broomfield substitute. If you
need more information, write to
the Young Democrats at Box D.
Dave Weber is president
of the Young Dems and
College Chairman of the state
Young Dems.
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Safety In Jeopardy
Fairfield Beach Road has been the scene
once again of an assault and reports filtering back to campus suggest that this recent
incident was the most malicious and violent
to date. This latest attack raises the question of whether the beach can be considered a safe place for students to reside
and whether the Fairfield police are doing an
adequate job of protecting those residents.
For the most part the beach is a fairly
safe place for most students, and the town
police department has been handling the incident by alerting patrols in the area, and
placing their detective bureau on the case
to follow up any leads. The actions which
have taken place in the aftermath of the
assault have been (audible, but better communications between the residents, the
university and the police department could
help prevent such crimes from ever taking
place.
The town police could do their part by
keeping patrols constantly on alert when
patroling the beach area, and by setting up
better communications between themselves and Fairfield students and administrators. After the last assault, Student
Services was not notified of the situation by
Fairfield police, and although this type of
procedure is not standard, it would give the
university information which, by their admission, is important to them in helping the
student, and it could assist the Fairfield
police department by giving them a place to
turn for possible assistance if they desire it.

On the students part, they could take
more precautions in protecting themselves
and their property by making sure doors
and windows are secured. Many students
might feel that constantly locking and
unlocking doors and windows is an inconvenience and a hassle, but if it isn't
done consistently, students leave
themselves exposed to robberies and attacks.
The university could offer beach
residents assistance by setting up informational programs which would supply
students with varying ways to guard their
property and defend themselves. Also the
university should begin discussions with
the Fairfield police and try to work out a
compromise so that university security
could help patrol the area and be on alert if
assaults or break-ins occur. At present the
security on campus has no jurisdiction at
the beach, but if the university and town
police combined forces and pooled their
assets they could set up a permanent
beach watch. The one or two man squad
would be sworn in as peace officers and
their salary would be split between the
university and the town police department.
Finally, a meeting between the beach
residents, university administration and the
police could be formulated in the hopes
that each group might express their needs,
and, through the assembly, arrive at a solution to the mounting security problems facing beach residents.

Ode To Bridgeport
This past week has seen a few letters
written in protest of the comparison of
Bridgeport to the "noxious" odor in the
Quad.
Granted the comparison does not qualify
as New York Times lexicon, or strict journalistic unbiased observation.. .and it can
be admitted that the tone of the article
would have been more appropriate in
Features. But what still remains to be the
case is that whether the story was in
features or news is that quite a few individuals would still object to the city of
Bridgeport being in an unfavorable comparison.
Seriously, how many times has Mark
Russell lampooned Buffalo, Don Rickles
blasted New York, or Philadelphia, or
Cleveland, or LA. smog, or New Jersey's intersections? Certain cities by the determinants of time, circumstance and bad luck
and love have been destined to become the
object "humor."
Love?, you may ask?
One must keep in mind that to become
cherished in the tradition of American
humor there must be the underlying element of practiced love. It just isn't chance
that Love Canal doesn't hit the top ten
favorites, or Belfast, Beruit.. .Here the
tragedy is recognized.
But in the case of our neighboring Bridgeport, many people, its citizens included,
have learned to hold the good and bad
qualities close to their hearts.
Bridgeport is known as the home of the
frisbee, originating from the Frisbee Pie Co.
It has the symphony, the legal center of
Connecticut, the Beardsley zoo, the
Christmas Village, and the continuing tradition of P.T. Barnum in the annual Fourth of
July parade.
Then again, a local band has written a
song entitled, "I Don't Wanna Live in

Bridgeport", and a sign stands questioningly above I-95 proclaiming, "Bridgeport, It's
Gas". Because of the high industrialization
of the area, Bridgeport has taken on a particular smell. And it has been in the present
limelight for a rash of violence, rub outs,
and "suspicious" fires.
Bridgeport has become the perfect
dichotomy of the love-hate relationship and
certain references to its smell, dirt, or crime
shouldn't be taken as subliminal malicious
insults.

U.S. Human Rights Record Slighted
I was amused to read Rich Carr's article on
America's Human Rights.
The liberal bias of the media is evident even on
the politics pages of a college newspaper where the
liberal articles outnumber those to the "Right" four
to one. This fact remains so, despite the increasingly conservative outlook of the American people.
These views, which are slightly to the left of most
terrorist organizations, in no way reflect popular
opinion.
It is fine for these ultra-liberals to express their
opinions while they live comfortably in the
American capitalist society. They are liberals
because they can afford to be. I for one, am proud to
be a capitalist and prou.d of America and the
capitalist principles upon which it is founded. Some
might chastise me for this point of view but at least
I don't stand neck deep in hypocrisy.
It's fine to praise the virtues of France, Spain and
other Western European.members of Socialist International who "are helping to spread democracy and
freedom." Freedom is so dear to them that they rely
on America to pump billions of dollars into NATO
while they remain unwilling to protect themselves.
Constructive criticism of our country and its
policies is a healthy and necessary part of our
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To quote the famous American
Philosopher, John Valby,
"America may not be perfect,
But it's done allright by me."
becoming socialist, I'm glad the U.S. is historically
backwards, and hope it remains that way, thank
you. Let's leave the American flag in front of our
eyes before replacing it with the flag of the U.S.S.R.
or any other communist-socialist entity.
To quote the famous American Philosopher John
Valby,
"America may not be perfect,
But it's done allright by me."
James M. Lee '84
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government. To completely and unequivocally condemn the very principles upon which America
stands is totally different matter. If Rich Carr finds
the environment of Nicaragua ultimately more appealing than that in the U.S., why doesn't he move
there?
If catching up with the rest of Europe means

To the Editor:
I should like to direct your attention to the frontpage article in last week's Mirror, "Stench Aggravates Quad Students." Quite frankly, the stench—an admitted problem —is not nearly as
"thoroughly revolting" as the attitude expressed in
this article to my home town of Bridgeport.
To refresh your memory: "For those of you who
live on the quad, have you noticed a thoroughly
revolting smell? We always thought that if we ignored it, it would float back to Bridgeport, where it
belongs."
In my three years here at Fairfield, I have noticed
a distinct discomfort on the part of the resident
students at the mere mention of the word
"Bridgeport." I myself have been the recipient of
several startled looks when I have told some of my
"friends" that I live in Bridgeport. And now the Mirror has lent itself to promoting the notion that
Bridgeport is "revolting," "noxious" and "offensive."
In one sense, it is easy to understand how most
students get their impression of my home town.
Most hear of Bridgeport only through Campus
Ministry, when Fr. Moy gets on one of his
"Bridgeport kicks" (his own term) during his homily
at mass. It is his idea that there is poverty and
hunger a mere stone's throw away from the comfortable (and when one thinks of the townhouses, one

might even say plush) living conditions of Fairfield
University. In response to Fr. Moy's homilies, a
number of students help out in such places as Merton House or Community Alternatives. But the most
prevalent response for the resident students here is
to have their upper middle class consciences and
sensibilities disturbed, causing them to distance
themselves from the reality of Bridgeport. And now
it would seem that the Mirror has seen fit to permit
itself the same type of distance in order to glibly insult my home town. In a word—bunk.
I am sorry if Bridgeport intrudes upon the country
club atmosphere of the resident students here at
Fairfield. I am sorry if my home town's economic
and social problems disturb this campus. I am sorry
that, in response to the wish of many of the resident
students here, Bridgeport has not simply disappeared, so that th 5ir consciences could then have
peace of mind.
sorry, but Bridgeport—with all its problems—is
here to stay. Reality is here to stay. There is nothing
noxious about my home town. What is truly noxious
is the upper middle class mentality that is so
prevalent here at Fairfield, that looks down its nose
at anyone or anything that does not meet its narrow
standards.
The Mirror owes Bridgeport and the students who
hail from this city a profound apology.
Timothy Patrick Brady
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Deformed Newborns: Who Decides Their Fate?
by Mary Margaret Walsh
Executive Editor

U.S. Slandered
To the Editor:
When I first read Rich Carr's
piece on America's "ugly" human
rights record I laughed out loud.
Then I read it again and was alarmed at the possibility that he might
have been serious. Mr. Carr said
that America is "number one" in
aiding dictatorships. I wasn't
aware of any global contest, but I
think that the most repressive empire the West has ever seen, the
Soviet Union, is doing quite nicely
without our help. A cursory examination of the map of Europe or
Asia reveals that many states have
lately decided to become "Peoples' Republics" or something of
the sort. However, I am not too
sure that the actual citizens comprising these states were consulted before they were more or
less absorbed into slavery. I am
referring to various nationalities
such as the Lithuanians, Germans,
Poles, Hungarians, Angolans,
Cubans, Ethiopians, etc.
Mr. Carr then makes the statement that the U.S. is "number
one" in keeping people repressed
around the world. Perhaps he
ought to read the newspaper and
learn that the U.S.S.R. is waging a
brutal war in Afghanistan and is
endearing itself to that nation by
means of massacres and by using
rebellious tribesmen as targets for
poison gas. The Soviets' flunkies
in North Vietnam have, without attracting any attention from the
liberals of the West, quietly
slaughtered 3,000,000 Cambodians. Some were killed because
they wore eyeglasses, the inference being that, as literates,
they were dangerous.
What will it take for Mr. Carr and
the liberals to see that Socialism
in its various forms (notably Communism) is one of the worst lies
ever forced upon people? What
will it take for Anrericans to get
over their groundless national
guilt complex? Will Yuri Andropov
have to personally shoot the Pope
before we will take a hard line with
those who are the true despisers
of freedom? Reality is not pretty.
Supporting the Shah, who at least
had some human rights, is
preferable to a madman such as
Khomeini. After the liberal press
made such a big noise about El
Salvador, why don't we hear
anything about the fact that the
left-wing insurgents were trounced when the elections were held?
Perhaps we are best off not to
believe everything fed to us by our
media. But in any event, to slander
the United States the way that
Rich Carr did is a shame. I don't
say this because I have the
American flag taped up in my
room, but because the things he
wrote were unfair, and what is
worse, untrue.
Nick Uva '84
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Life and death choices involved
with decisions on denying treatment to deformed newborns has
sparked numerous controversies.
The now famous Baby Doe case, a
Down syndrome baby who was
allowed to die in a Bloomington
Hospital after his parents, with the
approval of the courts denied him
food, water and surgical aid provoked public outrage and government regulation. The six-pound
baby boy was also born with
tracheoesophagel fistula, a condition in which the esophagus was
not connected to the stomach
preventing normal eating. Denied
of corrective surgery, the baby had
died just hours before the courtappointed guardian and a University of Indiana Law Professor were
to appeal before the United States
Surpreme Court for a stay of a
lower court's decision.
A month after Baby Doe's death
(the parents' name was never
released) the Department of
Health and Human Services
issues a "Notice to Health Care
Providers" that under section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,
the hospitals ran the risk of losing
their Federal Funds if they withheld treatment to defective
newborns.
In another attempt of government regulation stemming from
the Baby Doe case, Congressman
John N. Erlenborn (R. Ill) introduced the Handicapped Infants Protection Act of 1982 which would
amend the Child Abuse Prevention
Act and would "prevent practises
in certain health care facilities
which permit handicapped infants
to die through deliberate neglect."

According to House Information
Systems, "no action was taken"
on Erlenborn's bill, no. 6492. This
bill, which never left the two referred subcommittees, died when the
97th Congress ended.
Besides the main controversy
dealing with the exploration of
whether or not it is morally right or
wrong to deny treatment to deformed newborns, a central issue
arises as to who will make these
decisions. Is it right for the
government to regulate ethical
decisions? Should the choice of
denying treatment to defective
newborns be given to the parents
and doctors directly involved?
When I first heard of the government's attempt to regulate
choices on denying treatment to
defected infants, I was outraged.; I
was a staunch advocate of "denying" government regulation in any
ethical field. How could (I asked)
the government be allowed to
"coerce" the parents (and doctors) involved in deciding the
welfare of their child. However,
after researching this topic, I have
changed my position. I now see
that without government regulation the decisions made by
parents, doctors and courts (when
called for) are often inconsistent,
biased, encounter difficulties in
obtaining proper information and
are potentially dangerous to the
welfare of society. Therefore
government regulation in deciding
whether or not to deny treatment
to deformed newborns is
necessary.
Dr. Raymond S. Duff, professor
of pediatrics at the Yale University
School of Medicine and attending
pediatrician at Yale New Haven
Hospital is a well-known figure in
the debate of denying newborn

deformed babies treatment. He
disclosed with Dr. A.G.M. Campell
that of our 299 consecutive deaths
at the special care nursery only 43,
or 14 percent, were related to withholding treatment to deformed
babies.
Dr. Duff is a strong advocate
against government regulation. In
fact, Dr. Duff made a presentation
to the House in reference to the
Erlenborn bill. He believes that the
decision of treating deformed infants should lie with what he calls
the "moral community." This
loose term encompasses the patients, parents, health and intimate advisors. Duff holds that
the courts are slow to act and that
moral communities "despite their
limitations are far more superior
to courts in coping with the problems at hand."
In his presentation, Dr. Duff also
argues that "despite ambivalence,
loving concern for sick handicapped persons is almost always
manifested by social intimates.
Even if love is missing, fear of
guilt for making a bad choice is
almost universal. This bridles
evil."
There are holes in Dr. Duff's
presentation. Fear of guilt of making a bad decision does not enter
into the article to the same degree
as biases. Despite the fact that
Robert Schwartz, a lawyer at the
institute of Society, Ethics and
Life has stated that "no one has
ever been convicted of a crime for
allowing a defective newborn baby
to die" the fear of prosecution is
involved on the doctors level.
One must question where doctors obtain the ethical right to
decide whether or not to save a
life. It is the physician's duty and
obligation to supply information

to the appropriate body concerning the infant's conditon. Often a
physician's personal policy
towards denying treatment to
newborn deformed babies will
bias their reports. They will suggest by certain wording, or by retaining information, that either
saving or letting the infant die is
favorable. As T.S. Ellis, in his article "Letting Defective Babies Die:
Who Decides?" argues, the "special knowledge and expertise of
the physician" does not allow him
a special authority to make life or
death decisions for the infants.
It would appear to be that the
logical body to make decisions on
whether or not to deny treatment
to defected newborns would be
the parents themselves. But often
the shock of the birth defect, the
interesting use of information
from the doctors, the biases of
economic capabilities will influence a parent's decision
without looking out for primarily
the right of the newborn. Dr. Norman Frost argues that "When a
child is seen as a great burden to
the parent's—there is an obvious
conflict of interests which may
make the parent unable to put the
child's interest first." Dr. Frost's
argument goes in direct contrast to
what Dr. Duff holds.
The time is ripe for government
regulation through the form of
legislative resolutions to decide
who makes the decisions in the
ethical dilemma of denying treatment to deformed babies. Society
can not allow an apathetic approach to this issue by not pursuing
a working paradigm of this dilemma.
We must examine necessary
actions of government regulation
through legislature resolutions.

DeLorean's Final Pit Stop
by Bryan LeClerc
Competition is a key word in our
society. We see it every day in our
classes here at Fairfield as we
strive towards our goals and personal American Dreams. But for

one man this concept brought him
to ruin.
John DeLorean, the maverick
who could do the impossible, was
this person. For a variety of factors he went from within inches
from the top of the mountain to

s«»

American Dream Revisited
Dr. Anderson is right: we do
need a "redefinition of the
[American] dream" ("Our
Threatened American Dream,"
Mirror, January 27, page 7). I think
he is wrong when he says that
"Americans aren't going to stop
being materialistic." If we had
valid goals, we might have the
courage to moderate our materialism (teachers must be incurably
optimistic). In this connection, an
article I published in a newsletter
for English teachers is interesting.
This was published in The CEA
Critic, November 1953, almost thirty years ago:
"Today we see the nation crying
for leaders who are not completely
absorbed by the ideals of money
and luxury. For that reason we
must remind ourselves that it has
always been the business of colleges to turn out more and more
educated men, men whose ideals
are much more community service
than personal gain. We must never
forget that we must never let our
students forget that colleges do
not exist to show them the way to
high salaries. We must assist our
colleges to graduate leaders who
will have the courage to keep clear
of graft, the courage to serve the

nation rather than the party.
"We must see that as many
graduates as possible have the
strength to accept thankless tasks
for the sake of the community; we
must train them, as much as is in
our power, to place duty before
personal luxury and even comfort.
If we are to do this, we must show
them in our actions that there are
other values besides money. All
the professions are daily losing
prestige as a result of the fact that
too many are subordinating
human service to personal gain
and personal comfort. Until
recently it was the glory of the
teaching profession that its
members were obviously not
motivated by profit; this is still
true in many instances.
"Why can't the teaching profession lead the way back to sound
ideals? If most of us would work
hard in positions which pay only
frugal salaries, we would be most
effectively teaching the leaders of
the next generation that there are
values other than money. Hard
things cannot be taught in any
other way...."
Arthur R. Riel, Jr.
Professor English
at Fairfield University

the valley miles below in a few
hours. He never made it all the way
to his dream of creating a revolutionary car with a brand-new auto
company.
John DeLorean left General
Motors in 1973, ending his career
as the man who invented the
overhead-cam engine, concealed
windshield wipers, and the
"baseball, hot dogs, apple pie and
Chevrolet" theme.
By 1977 DeLorean had agreed
with the British government to
build his DMC-12, an aluminum
vehicle with gull-winged doors, in
a suburb of Belfast. June of 1981
was the date that the first cars
were supposed to be revealed in
dealers across America. No formal
introduction was planned, as the
cars were simply supposed to go
on sale to the lists of people who
had put down deposits on them.
But from the start John
DeLorean's project was oversized
and undercapitalized. He worked
on a cost-no-object philosophy

But his aspirations
towards the dream of
his sports car were
so great as to bring
about his total
downfall.
that led to projections of 35,000
vehicles built yearly. Money was
going out very quickly to suppliers, designers and workers, but
nothing was coming in. Worst of
all, problems were developing in
the early production models.
These defects were costing
DeLorean $2500 on each car to
rectify, thus eating away at the
company's profit margin. America
was also in the middle of a bad
winter when the DMC came out,
thus eroding sales. Worst of all,
DeLorean bragged of having the
entire first year's production sold
out, driving people away from the
showrooms. But the cars were actually far from being sold out.

An investigation by Scotland
Yard into DeLorean's corporation
didn't help matters in England,
even though no charges were
pressed. Also, DeLorean didn't
understand the British way of doing business. He frequently flew
home at nights on the Concorde,
spending no time to socialize with
and charm the British leaders.
Shortly after the DMC-12's second recall, the British government, which invested hundreds of
millions of dollars into this project, began debating the future of
DeLorean's corporation.
One year ago this month, Britain
decided to place the company into
a receivership, remove DeLorean
from any role in it, and decide
what its future was. Until this past
fall the government kept producing cars at a rate of 7000 yearly,
with John DeLorean controlling
the American distributor network.
Finally the British had enough
and told DeLorean the factory was
closing. However, DeLorean
would not let this stop him. He
had to raise the money necessary
to pay off his company's debts.
In October, DeLorean was arrested for possssion of cocaine
with the intent to sell at a California airport. He is still awaiting trial
on these charges.
Several hours after he left New
York on that fateful trip to the
west coast two messages were
placed on DeLorean's answering
machine. The first told DeLorean
that a friend was able to raise the
$200 million needed to keep the
company going, and the second
was from England stating that the
corporation was being liquidated.
Both were too late. DeLorean was
in the air and on his way to a drug
buy and subsequent arrest.
John DeLorean was in a very
competitive market. He was the
first automaker since Walter
Chrysler to design, build and sell
his own automobile from scratch.
But his aspirations towards the
dream of his sports car were so
great as to bring about his total
downfall.
Bryan LeClerc is an account
executive for the Business
Department of the MIRROR.
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"Glass Menagerie": Intense Drama, Comic Relief
by Eileen O'Connell
Staff Writer
"I'm thrilled to death with this,"
commented director Richard G.
Emerich after the opening night
performance of The Glass
Menagerie. The production marks
26 years of Director Emerich's involvment with Fairfield University
Theatrical productions as well as
the twentieth anniversary of the
University Playhouse.
The Glass Menagerie contains
the interesting characters of
Amanda, Laura, and Tom
Wingfield. Once the most popular
girl in the south, Amanda takes
pride in her memories of the past
while struggling through the present hard times. Her daughter,
Laura, is a painfully shy girl with a
slight limp who spends her time
lost inside the world of her glass
collection. Amanda's son, Tom, is
caught in a struggle between his
obligations.to his family and his
desire to escape his humdrum existence as a factory worker.
The action centers around
preparing for and receiving a
gentleman caller for Laura one
evening. Unfortunately, the man,
Mr. Jim O'Connor (portrayed by
Mr. Rob Watts) realizes only that
he has been invited to dinner and
is unaware of any ulterior motives.

Throughout the evening, Mrs.
Wingfield's in her glory, making
charming conversation. Laura,
however is sick and must lie down.
Later, Mr. O'Connor is left to keep
Laura company while the others
clear the table. Slowly, Laura over-

apologies and leaves. Amanda is
furious at Tom for not finding out
Mr. O'Connor's interests. The two
have a horrible argument. Tom
walks out. As the play ends, the
audience sees Amanda and Laura
embracing in the background.

for his attitude, the show possessed a professional combination of
dramatic intensity and comic
relief. The actors credited the
directors' precise attention to
each scene and his correct, if not
somewhat disputed, lighting deci-
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comes her shyness. The two talk,
dance, and even kiss once.
At this point, the caller realizes
the situation and explains that he
has a steady girlfriend. Feeling uncomfortable, he makes his

Tom plays narrator, explaining
that he joined the merchant
marines and never went back to
them. Yet still he is haunted by the
memory of his sister.
Mr. Emerich has good reason

sion, as the reasons for success.
Indeed, the flow of action was
flawless. Also, as a memory play,
the dim lights set a misty,
nostalgic mood, without hindering
the audience's view.

Yet, the actors are too modest.
Mrs. Carol Kowalski's wonderful
portrayal of Amanda was also a
major success factor The audience delighted in her romantic
memories and her maternal naggings, all accented with a charming
southern drawl. Mrs. Kowalski is a
Fairfield area actress/director. She
comes to this show after working
as an acting coach on the
playhouse's The Trojan Woman.
Previously, she worked at the
Shakespeare Theatre in Brussels.
It is hoped that she will continue
to play a part in the Playhouse
community. Acting opposite Mrs.
Kowalski was University senior,
Mr. Tom Hawkins. Despite mixed
audience reactions (there were a
few who accused him of overacting), Mr. Hawkins played the
serious and restless Tom
Wingfield in the manner the
author intended. The character's
erractic switches from sentimental moments to sarcastic humor,
to all out rage prove his inner
dilemma. The actor made the audience not only understand, but
empathize.
The performance then was
overall professional and wellreceived.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Quiet Riot: Cabaret Success
by Jane Confessore
Staff Writer

SEC will be sponsoring David Johansen in Concert on February 26.
Tickets will be on sale in the Campus Center.

Doolev's One Man Show

The show began promptly at
eight o'clock. Two hours later,
when it was over, the audience
was well within the grasp of these
two multi-talented performers.
The group called the Quiet Riot is
comprised of Kevin O'Connor and
Bill Mettler, both veteran performers in this nationally touring
comedy team which provided an
entertaining alternative to "The
Winds of War" last Monday,
February 7, in their Oak Room
debut of "Made in America."
The ten act show appeared to be
the result of first hand experiences which were familiar
situations to the audience as well.
The audience laughed knowingly
when in a skit called "The Shave"
Russ showed up at Amy
McNaffie's front door ready for
their first date, with toilet paper all
over his face as a result of a nearfatal confrontation with his Dad's

shaving razor. A few acts later the
audience became attentively quiet
during a solo performance called
"Hiroshima: A Victim's Dream." It
was a combination of dance and
mime which told the story of a
peasant farmer who was a victim
crippled by the bomb attack.
Audience participation was a
part of the performance in two of
Quiet Riot's acts. While in history
class we find Jack and Russ talking over future plans, the audience
was encouraged to shout out suggestions for improvisations. The
most successful improvisational
skit was one in which the two joined a convent and were eventually
caught due to Russ making a pass
at another nun. The other act

which promoted audience participation was the wedding of
Jack's ex-girlfriend Lori, to a wigclad audience member named
"Frog." Jack, playing the part of
the best man, ran around the stage
moving the audience players into
positions indicating a major fight
was breaking out during the
ceremony. This, and all the other
scenes, were well received by the
audience, whose applause kept
the two multi-talented performers,
and the beautiful blushing bride,
on stage taking a few extra bows.
Bravo to Kevin and Bill, two
young men I'm sure you haven't
heard the last of, and their Oak
Room performance not soon
forgotten.

'The Chance To Be Magical'
by Dierdre Hagan
Staff Writer
He was a subtle magician,
changing into other people before
our eyes. The man was Ray
Dooley, The General Electric
Foundation's Affiliate Artist, and
he was performing his one man
show for CPTV and its studio audience.
With no more than a chair as a
prop, Dooley turned the stage into
a battlefield, and a warship. While
reciting passages from "Billy
Bishop Goes to War" Dooley used
his imagination to bring us along
with him on his way to war.
Tornados exploded around us,
horses galloped by us carrying
soldiers. And we felt the sway of
the ship, as the waves crashed into its side. But that's the job of a
classical actor, to bring us into the
part.
We watched Dooley become
lago, Shakespeare's villian, trying
to connive Rodriego into joining
forces with him to destroy Othello.

Moments later Ray metamorphised into Peer Gynt, and we watched
his struggles at the hour of his
mother's death.
Dooley is good. He has to be.
From the 1,000 applicants auditioning to-become an Affiliate Artist, only 3% are selected. Affiliate
Artists Inc. is a non-profit
organization that places performing artists into more than 1,000
communities. Their goal is to expand the country's awareness of

'That's the job of a
classical actor, to
bring us into the past'
the arts, and to give the artist opportunities to use their talents.
The General Electric Foundation is sponsoring Ray Dooley.
They've brought him to the area as
a gift to the people of Fairfield and
Bridgeport. Fairfield University
was selected by G.E. to present

Dooley to the community. In a
total of six weeks, Dooley has performed one-man shows at local
high schools, churches, senior
citizens apartments, People's Saving Bank, Carpenter Steel, G.E.
Headquarters and Plant, and
more.
"Acting," says Dooley, "is a
great way to meet girls..and the
parties are wonderful!" He explains to his audience that in high
school he was more of a jock than
anything else. "But a funny thing
was happening, they (his teammates) were getting larger. I
stayed the same." So instead he
channeled his. energies into acting.
Dooley went on to say that for
an actor to completely lose
himself onstage, he must not let
his mouth or legs rule him. So they
practice continually in their spare
time, how to walk as if on air, and
to learn each alphabet sound inside and out. For a long time,
Dooley would wake up, stare in the

The mime group Quiet Riot in action during their Oak Room performance.
[Photo by Karen Haney]
mirror, and say tongue twisters
ten times fast. "I felt like a jerk."
Dooley gave us a few clues on
how they choreograph stage battles. By using a volunteer from the
audience, he demonstrated how to
make it look as if someone was
actually pulling your hair, or trying
to strangle you. The volunteer
made a fist, put it to Dooley's
head, and was told to push. "Let
me do the work," he said as he
pressed his head into the
volunteer's hand. By using an "inversion of forces" he made it
seem as if someone was really trying to yank a clump of hair from

his head. The same method worked for strangling too. For a moment it seemed as if Dooley was
actually being choked to death.
According to Ray Dooley, acting
isn't the best way to success.
Most actors will never be able to
support themselves on stage. So
why do these people do it?
"Because we can bring something
special to people." It is the chance
"to be magical." Dooley describes
what the art of acting is by reciting
a line from a poem. "Learn to
feel."
CPTV (Channel 49) will air Ray
Dooley sometime in early April.
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Ukiyo-e: Turning Japanese
by Thomas Sladek
Staff Writer
Ukiyo-e, a type of Japanese folk
art, flourished during the era of
the
Tokugawa
Shogunate
(1600-1868). This form of art grew
out of the popular illustrated
novellas of the sixteenth century.
These paintings, and prints made
from them, met the needs of the
average person, who wanted upto-date pictures of famous kabuki
actors and other celebrities in the
lastest clothing styles. In addition
to the themes of famous actors
and geishas, illustrations of

historical events (including myths
and legends), and landscapes
were popular.
The art of Ukiyo, or blockprinting, brought together a
number of Japanese artisans. The
process would begin with the artist drawing a picture on thin,
semi-transparent paper. This picture was pasted face down on a
block of soft cherrywood by the
carver who would then cut the
"key block." Next, the carver
made a number of cut blocks, one
for each color. Sometimes thirty
or more different blocks were cut

to create the finished print. After
the blocks were cut, the workings
would move to the printer, who
would mix his colors (using rice
paste and natural pigments) and
apply them to the block. A great
deal of labor was necessary to
create these prints, but they were
sold at low prices, well within the
reach of the common man.
The West was first introduced
to Ukiyo-e at the World Exhibition
in Paris in 1867. The art form had a
strong impact on many of the
young French impressionists. A
few of the more noted impres-

Art exhibition of Japanese Wood Block prints is at the Center for Financial Studies through February 25.
[Photo by Chris Haggerty]
sionists began to collect ukiyo-e
and imitate its style of dimension.
An exhibit of ukiyo-e prints is
presently being held in the Center

for Financial Studies, running
through February 25. Take advantage of this rare opportunity and
enjoy these colorful scenes from
Japanese history.

Weiss, Wirth Exhibits At A Thousand Words
by Tim Keefe
Staff Writer
It's an artist's Utopia. Beginning
Sunday, February 13, concurent
exhibits were displayed at A Thousand Words art gallery in Fairfield,
which is open to the public.
"Sculpture and Mixed Media"
features works by Harvey Weiss,
while "Cut Outs and Playthaings"
features new and old works by
Georgette Wirth. Both of these
shows will run continuously
through March 11.
The exhibition of works by
Harvey Weiss includes a wide

'Sculpture that is
playful, whimsical
and...enthusiastic.'
variety of media, utilizing various
approaches which Weiss has examined over the past several
years. In his works, he uses clay,
bronze, marble, wood, welded
brass, fiberglass and various combinations of these materials. Both
Weiss and the gallery liked the
idea of showing a collection of his
most diverse pieces, emphasizing
Weiss' spirit and willingness to experiment. As the owner of the
shop put it, "coherence gets to be
a drag. We wanted to show a collection of all his works."
Running concurrently is "Cut
Outs and Playthings," which
features the latest designs by
ceramist Georgette Wirth. She has
had her ceramics on display at A
Thousand Words for approximately a year, and the gallery is very excited about her creative results.
Her pottery is well designed
sculpture that is playful, whimsical and as enthusiastic as its
creator. Known to friends as
"Cookie," Wirth calls her pottery
her, "Medium for expressing
strong human feelings and emotions." Ms. Wirth currently works
at her private studio in Ohio. She
has studied at the Kansas City Art
Institute and she graduated from
Rhode Island School of Design.

A CUT

AHEAD
Precision Hair Cutters

Harvey Weiss studied at the Art
Students League, the National
Academy of Design, and with
Ossipe Zadkine in France. He has
works in various collections, including Nelson Rockefeller,
Joseph Hirschhorn, the AlbrightKnox Gallery and many private col-

lections. He is now an Associate
professor of sculpture at Adelphi
University in Garden City, New
York.
After previously referring to Mr.
Weiss as funny and clever, one admiring female customer stopped

dead in her tracks, and, referring
to Weiss, exclaimed, "I love him.
He can do anything." She is obviously a big fan.
Harvey Weiss' works range from
$175-$2800 and Georgette Wirth's
designs are priced from $40-$525.
Whether you like abstract or

relief, light or dark colors, you'll
find what you want at A Thousand
Words, on 57 Unquowa Road, Fairfield. This exhibition has
everything for art lovers and even
some pieces for those of us who
need to appreciate art a little
more.

Surrealism Pervades French Film
by Mary-Margaret Walsh
Executive Editor
John Jacques Benet's "Diva" is
probably the most untypical
French foreign movie ever made,
although few others may have
even aspired to that distinction.
Surrealism, often pretentious
plots of love and intrigue, haunting music, vivid photography,
forced double entendus make up a
"New-blue wave" movie that is
original, brilliant, seductive but
not serious.

"Diva" (an Italian word for goddess) is about a young mailman,
Jules, played sensitively by
Frederic Andrei, whose passion is
opera and who ends up involved in
an underground prostitute-slavery
ring.
Jules is an 18 year old -enthusiastic fan of Stephanie
Hawkins, a beautiful black opera
singer.
Ms. Hawkins i^ the 32 year old
"Diva." She refuses to allow her
voice to be recorded because she

feels "Music comes and goes.
Don't try to keep it." Jules innocently makes a tape of her voice
at a concert for his own pleasure,
and he finds himself involved in
dangerous situations.

Cong young hustler is on roller
skates while her older male supporter is in a white ceramic tub in
the middle of the room. Another
dominating theme of the movie is
the color blue for it's spiritual
aspects and calming effects.

Perhaps one of the most sensitive and beautiful scenes in the
movie is the love affair between
Jules and Stephanie. To the background music of "sentimental
walk," the love scenes are subtle
and poignant. In one scene a Viet

At this point I would ruin the
twists and turns in the movie if I
informed you of more of the plot
line. What I can tell you is that
"Diva" is a spectacular, unserious,
fun, foreign New Wave movie.

YOURBSN
IS WORTH AN
OFFICER'S COMMISSION
IN THE ARMY.
Your BSN means you're a professional nurse. In
the Army, it also means you re an officer. You start as a
full-fledged member of our medical team. Call your
local Army Nurse Corps Recruiter. Or stop by.
For more information, write:

The Army Nurse Corps.
Northeast Region, U.S. Army Recruiting
Fort George G. Meade, MD 20755
Name.

No Appointment Necessary

Wash,Cut&__,_
_^
$
Blow Dry
13.00
*2.00 OFF with F.U. I.D.
KINGSWAY CORNERS
320 KINGS HWY-FAIRFIELD

Address.

Apt.

City, State, ZIP.
Phone

Age.

333-7541
OPEN: TUESFR110-8, SAT9-5
Across from Traynor Volkswagen

BARBER SERVILLE
1426 POST ROAD

259-3893
"Hope you had a happy
Valentine's Day"

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
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This Week's Upcoming Events
LECTURES
Mike Boguslowski of WTNH-TV,
Channel 8, will be speaking at our
Luncheon Lecture Program on Friday, February 25, from noon to one
p.m. Admission is limited to those
who reserve places. There is no
charge for students with meal
tickets.
Fr. Bruce Ritter of Convenant
House in New York City will be the
Homilist at the 7:00 p.m. Mass on
February 20 in the Oak Room of
the Campus Center. The Mass is
sponsored by Campus Ministry.

SPEC. EVENTS
The Annual Summer Beach Party
in the Oak Room, Friday, February
18 at 9:00. Professional D.J.,
frisbee contest and drawing for
the "Weekend in Ft. Lauderdale."
Tickets are $3 including one raffle
ticket. Be there, Aloha!!

Fairfield Mirror

February 17

Cabaret night in the Oak Room
from 9 to 1 a.m. featuring "Amazing Jonathan". Tickets are on sale
this week.

ISAT Testing will be given in
Canisius on Saturday 8-10 a.m.
Connecticut UN Meeting February
18 from 10 a.m. to noon in B-41.
The Explorers Club meeting on
Tuesday night at 7 p.m. in C306.
International Rel. Club Meeting at
6:30 p.m. in B-41.

Open Mike night in the Stag-Her
Inn on Thursday, February 17

FANS ONLY
Fairfield vs. lona away on
February 22. Help cheer the Stags
on!!!
Fairf ield's Women's Basketball vs.
Queens in Alumni Hall on
February 23.
Fairfield
Hockey
against
Wesleyan at home in Bridgeport
on February 23. Puckmania...catch
it!

MEETINGS
Mirror Meeting in Bannow Third
Floor Lounge at 7:30 p.m. Monday.
5 to 6 p.m. Peer Counseling in
B-41.

NOTES
Any student interested in entering
a cartoon contest sponsored by
the "Tribune Company Syndicate"
is eligible to win $500. Deadline is
March 7th. For more information
contact The Mirror, Public Relations, Box AA.

Student Legislature Meeting in
the Nursing Aud. on Wednesday,
February 23 at 7:30 p.m.
Food Committee Meeting on
Wednesday at 4 p.m. in B-41.
Cardinal Key Society Meeting in
Bannow First Floor Lounge at 7
p.m.
Students interested in study
abroad should plan to attend a
meeting on Monday, February 28,
3:30 to 4:30 in Canisius 301. You
will have a chance to talk with
students who have just returned
from study in a foreign country.
Applications for sub-chairs for
"Orientation '83" are available
from February 10-18 in Student
Services. Applications deadline is
Friday, February 18, 1983.
For everyone going home for the
long weekend: HAVE A GOOD
WEEKEND!!!

interested in becoming a member
of the Cousteau Society? Applications and brochures are available
in Canisius Hall 210, Dr. Elisoph.

Your typical
insurance
salesman,
right?
Wrong.
The fast-talking, hard-selling,
pain in the neck that we think of
when we think of insurance is not
alive and well at Unionmutual.
Our Employee Benefit Sales
Representative is light-years removed
from the old stereotype.
A Unionmutual sales rep is
young, and is just as likely to be a
she as a he, earns $30,000 plus in 3
to 5 years, works in one of our more
than 30 Group Sales Offices across
the country, sells group employee
benefits (not individual life insurance
door to door), sells to brokers and
companies rather than the general
public, is a college graduate with a
BA or BS degree, is able to work
independently with little or no
direction, works well under pressure,
has a high level of communications
skills, both verbal and written, is
ambitious, assertive, organized, a
decisive thinker with problem-solving
abilities.
Sound familiar? If you see you
in this new breed of Employee
Benefit Sales Representative, make
contact with your Placement Office.

We'll be at your college
on March 2.
Consult your Placement Office
for time and place.

ft

Unionmutual
Putting your future
in a whole new light.

Unionmutual
is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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My Ankle Hurts In Finals
My Ankle Hurts earned a chance to play Speed in the (A) League Intramural Championship (the final was
played yesterday after we went to press) by defeating Dr. Bieliznak and His Skillful Surgeons last Monday,
60-57.
Mike Gavigan's 25pts and some clutch foul shooting by Tom McLaughlin paced the winners. Rich
Swietek led all scoreres with 27pts, twenty of them coming in the second-half. It wasn't enough, however,
against the well balanced offense and tenacious defense of My Ankle Hurts.

Fields Heads Lady Stag Charge
The MIRROR has named
sophomore Katrina Fields as this
week's recipient of the Budweiser
Athlete of the Week Award. The
6-4 center of the Fairfield women's
basketball team scored 30 points
in the Lady Stags' 76-53 win over
Army and 17 points in their 79-70
overtime triumph over powerful St.
Peter's. Fields shot 58% from the
field and 87% from the foul line in

the two games and also pulled
down 24 rebounds.

Stags' cnances of reaching the
MAAC championship game at the
Meadowlands in March.

Fields is one of the main
reasons that Fairfield has won
several games in a row, including
three straight MAAC victories. Her
dominant play inside coupled with
a reduction in turnovers since the
beginning of the year has
significantly helped the Lady

By the way, someone else
agrees with us because Fields has
just been named as the Dunn &
Bradstreet Women's Player of the
Week in the MAAC. It is the second week in a row that Fields has
captured that honor.

Lady Stags Top Peahens
Continued from page 12
see Martinsky and Fields scoring
points, you know someone is doing a good job of getting them the
ball. That someone was Liz Sterling, who had nine assists for the
ball game.
With these two important victories, Fairfield's chances for a

trip to the championship game at
the Meadowlands look a lot
brighter. They can probably still afford one more loss and make it,
but you better believe they are going to try and win them all. And
with this seven game streak and
terrific team play, winning is
becoming a lot easier.

luiiftTors
Ice Cream Manufactory

Buy one Hot Fudge Sundae
then we'll be kind. You'll get
one free for your valentine.
with Ad (Sorry, no substitutions)
EXPIRES 2/23/83
259-6944
70 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD

SKtipMOHirt
Soutltington

P.O. Box 347
Mt. Vernon Rd.
Southington, Ct. 06489

SAT. NIGHT is
COLLEGE NIGHT
SKI WITH THE COLLEGE
CROWD ON SAT. NIGHTS
AND THEN APRES-SKI IN
OUR ALPINE LOUNGE
$

2.00 OFF ON LIFT TICKETS
SAT. NIGHTS WITH THIS AD.
SO CONVENIENTLY LOCATED AT

EXIT 30 OFF I-84
RENTAL EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
FOR INFO OR GROUP RATES

CALL 1-628-0955
£*Z*^&£k&.&{»<CL&.4*/Z&6/«&Zt \

THE NAUTHThursday Night
*SPECIAL*

25°HAPPY
DRAFTS
HOUR
Mon.-Fri. 4-7 p.m.
250 off all drinks

Coming Feb. 23rd
Pauli Girl Night—1.00 botue

RAFFLE—PRIZES
1144 Reef Road

2222Z22ZZ

The Columban Fathers extend

JOHN E. PERHAM
GUILD OPTICIAN

AN INVITATION
...to young Catholic men with idealism,
courage and generosity to join over 800
Columban mission priests serving the poor
and needy in eight Third World countries...
and have a happy rewarding life.
For more information on becoming a missionary priest, contact:

Father Michael Harrison
COLUMBAN FATHERS
310 Adams St.
Quincy, Ma. 02169
(617) 4724494

"BRICK WALK"
1275 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CONN 06430
OPP. POST OFFICE

(203) 255 3605

Freshmen
and Old Pros!
For
GOOD SANDWICHES
It's down the hill to

GOLD'S

The Delicatessen People
873 Post Rd., Fairfield
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Stags in Slump,
Drop Two Straight
by Jeff Cahill
Sports Editor

Senior Pete DeBisschop looks to the Alumni Hall Gods for some type of blessing as the Stags' losing streak
increased to four with last Monday's loss to the Peacocks.
[Photo by Steve Homa]
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Losses Eliminate Skaters
by Richard Swietek
Chief Executive Editor

Losses to Trinity and lona last
week knocked Coach McCarthy's
skaters out of a possible postseason tournament berth, but a
win against an extremely tough
Southeastern Massachusetts
team helped to heal their wounds
at least for the moment.

The Stag defense was slack
against a good Trinity team which
sent the Fairfield crew to an 11-4
defeat. In commenting on the
team's defense which has been up
and down all season, Coach McCarthy stated, "We've played flat
since the Connecticut College
game."
In the lona game, Fairfield never
got rolling and trailed throughout
the entire game. Even though Bill
Oakes had 28 saves the Stags still

feli by a score of 5-2. Along with
Oakes Bob Brown (co-captain),
and Jackie Smith both had one
goal and one assist apiece, and
Steve Festa added two assists.
In the game this past Monday
against Southeastern Mass., the
Stag defense was very strong,
with goalie Steve Donovan
registering 41 saves in the contest. Jackie Smith and Jim Keegan
added two goals apiece while

The Stags are in a slump. A certain staleness has crept into the
red and white uniforms of Coach
Terry O'Connors' squad. It came
on slowly originating in Fairfield's
two lackluster wins over the Ivies
(Yale/Brown), then it spread rapidly
after the demoralizing overtime loss
to St. Peters two weeks ago.
1) Trying to bounce back form the
loss to Army the prior Wednesday
Fairfield shot just 19% from the
floor in Sundays' first-half against
St. Peters, registering four field
goals and fourteen points.
2) Pete DeBisschop, the key ingredient in the Stags' offense, still
hampered by a shin injury, managed
just 3 points (free throws) before
fouling out against the Peacocks
with 5:00 left.
3) In that same first-half Fairfield
turned the all over thirteen times,
six of them commited by Stag.
4) Tony George, whose scoring
proficiency made him the talk of the
MAAC through the first-half of the
season, is struggling to find his
grove shooting (12-48, 25%) over
the last three outings.
With just the four regular season
games remaining (Manhattan, lona,
New Hampshire, and American)
before the start of the Metro League
tournament Fairfield is in dire need
of the chemistry and cohesiveness
that permeated their play up
through January (12-6). There is no
question the Stags are capable of
reaching the MAAC final round, but
their chances hinge on the amount
of momentum they muster in the
short stretch left before the first
round action; starting with last
nights' Fordham game. Army (57-55
OT) After getting off to a slow start
and trailing by as much as ten
points in the first-half the Stags
found themselves playing catchup
ball with the Cadets (0-6 in the
MAAC prior to the contest) for the
opening eleven minutes of the
final half.
Even while Army executed patiently on offense it seemed just a
Steve Festa tallied the other Fairfield goal in their 5-4 triumph.
The Stags will be looking to end
the season on a positive note. The
team has only four games left on
the schedule, and with their play-

matter of lead and never look back.
Indeed the crowd was falsely calmed when Jerry Johnson scored four
straight points putting the Stags
ahead, 49-47. The second basket
coming after O'Connor chose to
stall for two minutes while
DeBisschop rode the bench with
four fouls. When Army tied it
(51-51;3:02) following a lead bearing
basket by Tony George, O'Connor
again decided to hold the ball this
time for one last shot—-^
Under the circumstances
(DeBisschop on the bench) it was
sound strategy to string out the'
clock before bringing in the captain
to help execute a potential winning
basket. When it came to executing,
however, all the Stags could
manage was a Tony George
fallaway at the buzzer. In overtime it
was the Cadets turn to control their
own destiny and with :09 on the
clock Randy Cozzens buried an
easy layup after Army held for one
shot. It proved to be the difference.
When asked the rationale behind
holding the ball so vehemently
O'Connor stated simply, "It took us
thirty minutes to tie up the game
against their zone. We wanted to
see a man to man defense but the
ref wouldn't make them come out
and play us."
St. Peters (58-48) Had it not been
for the Stags' tenacious defensive
effort in the first-half, the Peacocks'
six point halftime lead could very
easily have been twenty-six. In fact
St. Peters barely shot 20% from the
floor, not much better than the
Stags' 19%.
After the Peacocks stretched the
lead to ten at the outset of the
second-half Fairfield ran off a 13-2
spurt culminating when Hurts'
three-point-play, after a Jerry
Johnson steal, gave the Stags a one
point margin. St. Peters answered
back with their own run (14-4) never
having to look back.
Saturday's game at Manhattan
will provide fans with a sneak
preview of a Fairfield vs Manahattan post-season encounter in the
MAAC tournament.
off hopes dashed it may be tough
for them to play hard, aggressive
hockey. As coach McCarthy commented, "It's always tough to get
motivated when you're in a losing1
slump."

Lady Stags Capture Seventh In A Row
by Joe DiPietro
Staff Writer
Freshman guard Kelly Stryker
hit two crucial free throws with 20
seconds remaining in regulation,
then went on to score eight points
in overtime as the Fairfield
women's basketball team defeated St. Peter's 79-70 this Sunday.
The win was the Lady Stags'
seventh in a row and it halted St.
Peter's string of victories at #13. In
fact, it was the Peahen's first
home loss in two years and their
first ever loss in the MAAC. St.
Peter's is now 19-3 (6-1) and Fairfield stands at 15-8(4-3).
The Lady Stags opened up a
34-26 halftime lead, much to the
surprise of everyone. Katrina
Fields and Alison Martinsky
managed to find their way inside
and combined for 16 points. Good
defense thwarted the quick Peahens for most of the first half.
The second half saw Fairfield
build up an 18 point lead with
14:18 left, but then the Lady Stags
began to tire and the St. Peter's
pressure defense began to take
over. Finally, the home team tied
the score at 62 with :31 remaining.
Fairfield took total control of the
game. They scored the first six
points of the extra session and
ultimately outscored the Peahens
15-6 for the 79-70 victory. Stryker
was fouled 11 seconds later, and
was faced with an important oneand-one situation. Amidst much
heckling from the St. Peter's par-

tisans, Stryker swished both nee
throws for a 64-62 lead. But Maria
Erickkson's ten footer tied the
score at 66 and sent the game into
overtime.
At this point, Fairfield took total
control of the game. They scored
the first six points of the extra session and ultimately outscored the
Peahens 15-6 for the 79-70 victory.
Stryker notched eight of the overtime points and high school teammates Katrina Fields and Patrice
Wallace combined for the other
seven.
The key to the Fairfield win was
their foul shooting. They shot 85%
for the game, including 9-10 in
overtime. The only foul shot the
Lady Stags missed in OT was converted into a Stryker lay-up.
On the other hand, St. Pete's
shot free throws at a 48% slip.
This was extremely crucial since
they shot 20 free throws to Fairfield's two in the last six minutes
of regulation. That might give you
a clue to the sloppy-officiating
that prevailed during the game.
Stryker led the Lady Stags in
scoring with 18. Fields had 17,
Carolyn Hodges 14 (plus eight rebounds and six steals), Wallace
had 11, Martinsky had nine, and
Sue McMullan added six.
Coach Dianne Nolan called the
victory "the greatest win we've
had since I've been here. The first
year we played them, they beat us
by 50 points. Then last year we
lost by 19 and 13, so I am really
glad we finally beat them. I'm so

proud of the girls. They lost all
that momentum in the second
half, but they played like a bunch
of vererans in overtime. In fact, we
did not miss a shot from the field
in OT and only missed one foul
shot.
"The team deserves all the
credit in the world. When Alison
fouled out we had to gamble and
play a three guard offense. As it

turned out, it was the best way to
beat the St. Peter's pressure. Also,
Carolyn Hodges did a great job of
inbounding the ball against the
press. Everything we worked on in
practice paid off in this game."
In the other game last week, the
Lady Stags conquered Army 76-53
at Alumni Hall. Once again, the
women were great from the foul
line, shooting 20 for 25.

The Lady Stags led at the half
43-23 and coasted in the second
half for the MAAC victory. Katrina
Fields paced all scorers with 30
points and also hauled down 14 rebounds. Alison Martinsky knocked
in 17 points and Loretta Goerke,
perhaps playing in her last game
at Fairfield because of a back injury, added eight. And when you
Continued on page 11

Loretta Goerke goes up for an easy two in the Lady Stags 76-53 victory over Army last week.
[Photo by George Douaire]

